ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE MEETING
SHIRLEY SARGENT FAMILY BOARDROOM, PSU
7:00 PM
SEPTEMBER 15, 2021

I. CALL TO ORDER – 7:00 P.M.

II. ROLL CALL
   a. 11 Senators were present (Vaccinate: College of Education).
   b. Absent: Senator Rojas
   c. Also present: Craig Chatriand, Assistant Vice President and Dean of Students.

III. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM SEPTEMBER 8, 2021
   a. Motion to approve: Napoles/Elam
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

V. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
   a. Motion to approve with the friendly amendment of adding Bill 581 and Bill 582 to Old
      Business: Watts/Elam
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

VI. GALLERY QUESTION & ANSWER

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE

VIII. PRESIDENT’S REPORT
   a. President Webb reported that the this is the first time in ten years enrollment has
      improved.
   b. President Webb also met with past Boise State President, Bob Kustra to discuss how we
      can better our university.

IX. CHAIR/COMMITTEE REPORTS
   a. Senate Pro Tempore’s Chair Committee, Senator Napoles
      i. Senator Naples will be sending the club lists out as soon as they are finalized.
   b. Finance Committee, Senator Diviney
      i. Nothing to report.
   c. Senate Rules and Appointments Committee, Senator Watts
      i. Rules and Appointments releases Bill 581 and 582
   d. Outreach and Diversity Committee, Senator Schilz
      i. They will be setting their meeting time for the rest of the semester.

X. OLD BUSINESS
   a. Bill 583 amended
      i. Motion to table Bill 583: Watts/Elam.
      ii. ROLL CALL
          ZACHARY CLARE—YES
          ALEX DIVINEY—NO
          JOSIE ELAM—NO
ELIZABETH GIVENS – NO
XAIVER JENKINS— YES
MIKAYLA MACALUSO— YES
CARMEN NAPOLES— NO
JEREMIAH SCHILZ— NO
EMMA WATTS— YES
MALLORY WEBB— ABSTAIN
KIRAN PANDEY— ABSTAIN

iii. Motion: REJECTED
iv. Motion to move to committee for 15 minutes: Diviney/Pandey
v. Unanimous
vi. Motion: CARRIED
vii. Motion to move out of committee: Diviney/Schilz
viii. Unanimous
ix. Motion: CARRIED
x. Motion to table Bill 583
xi. ROLL CALL
   ZACHARY CLARE— YES
   ALEX DIVINEY— YES
   JOSIE ELAM— YES
   ELIZABETH GIVENS – YES
   XAIVER JENKINS— YES
   MIKAYLA MACALUSO— YES
   CARMEN NAPOLES— YES
   JEREMIAH SCHILZ— YES
   EMMA WATTS— YES
   MALLORY WEBB— YES
   KIRAN PANDEY— YES

xii. Motion: CARRIED

b. Resolution 611
i. Motion to table Resolution 611
ii. ROLL CALL
   ZACHARY CLARE— YES
   ALEX DIVINEY— YES
   JOSIE ELAM— YES
   ELIZABETH GIVENS – YES
   XAIVER JENKINS— YES
   MIKAYLA MACALUSO— YES
   CARMEN NAPOLES— YES
   JEREMIAH SCHILZ— YES
   EMMA WATTS— YES
   MALLORY WEBB— YES
   KIRAN PANDEY— YES

iii. Motion: CARRIED

c. Bill 581
i. Motion to approve Bill 581: Diviney/Elam
ii. ROLL CALL
   ZACHARY CLARE— YES
   ALEX DIVINEY— YES
   JOSIE ELAM— YES
   ELIZABETH GIVENS – YES
   XAIVER JENKINS— YES
   MIKAYLA MACALUSO— YES
CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
EMMA WATTS—YES
MALLORY WEBB—ABSTAIN
KIRAN PANDEY—ABSTAIN

iii. Motion: CARRIED
d. Bill 582
   i. Motion to approve Bill 582: Diviney/Elam
   ii. ROLL CALL
       ZACHARY CLARE—YES
       ALEX DIVINEY—YES
       JOSIE ELAM—YES
       ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
       XAIVER JENKINS—YES
       MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
       CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
       JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
       EMMA WATTS—YES
       MALLORY WEBB—ABSTAIN
       KIRAN PANDEY—ABSTAIN
   iii. Motion: CARRIED

XI. NEW BUSINESS
   a. Bill 584, introduced by Senator Diviney.
   b. Bill 585, introduced by Senator Diviney.

XII. GALLERY QUESTION AND ANSWER

XIII. OTHER

a. Suspension of Bylaws to cancel meetings on September 22, 2021
   i. Motion to suspend Article IV, Clause 2, Section A to cancel Finance meeting
      September 22, 2021: Watts/Elam
   ii. ROLL CALL
       ZACHARY CLARE—YES
       ALEX DIVINEY—YES
       JOSIE ELAM—YES
       ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
       XAIVER JENKINS—YES
       MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
       CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
       JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
       EMMA WATTS—YES
       MALLORY WEBB—YES
       KIRAN PANDEY—YES
   iii. Motion: CARRIED
   iv. Motion to cancel Senate meeting September 22, 2021: Vice President Maclean
   v. ROLL CALL
      ZACHARY CLARE—YES
      ALEX DIVINEY—YES
      JOSIE ELAM—YES
      ELIZABETH GIVENS—YES
      XAIVER JENKINS—YES
MIKAYLA MACALUSO—YES
CARMEN NAPOLES—YES
JEREMIAH SCHILZ—YES
EMMA WATTS—YES
MALLORY WEBB—YES
KIRAN PANDEY—YES

vi. Motion: CARRIED

XIV. ISU FIGHT SONG

XV. ADJOURNMENT

a. Motion to adjourn: Elam/Clare
b. Unanimous
c. Motion: CARRIED

XVI. ROLL CALL

a. 11 Senators were present (Vaccinate: College of Education).
b. Absent: Senator Rojas
c. Also present: Craig Chatriand, Assistant Vice President and Dean of Students
d. Meeting adjourned at 7:36 P.M.

______________________________  ______________________________
ASISU VICE PRESIDENT             ASISU SECRETARY
AILIE MACLEAN                      CALI DOWDLE